WOODROW WILSON CENTENNIAL TO BE OBSERVED NEXT TUESDAY ON CAMPUS

CHESS will be discussed next Tuesday for a special event commemorating the Woodrow Wilson centennial to be held at 3 p.m. in the campus auditorium. Students are urged to attend, to help man an address by an authority on Wilson, Dr. Harry A. Turner, associate professor of political science.

Also to speak will be Wilson’s daughter, Mrs. Eleanor Wilson McAdoo, a resident of Santa Barbara. She was announced by Dr. Roger Chapman, chairman of the committee on drama, lectures and music.

This 100th anniversary year of the birth of the 28th president.

OXFORD DEBATE TOMORROW: SEX MAIN TOPIC

"That the War of the Sexes Should Cease" will be the topic debated tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock by the Oxford University Debate Team of Roy Dickson and Alc Grant and two UCSBC students, Peggy Jo Huggans and Roberta Breeding.

The debate will be held in Birl 433. Room 102. One ticket from Oxford will join with Mrs. Huggans on the affirmative and the other Oxford debater will join with Miss Breeding on the negative.

The Oxford duo are currently on a three-week tour of the west and state-wide tour of the Mississippi. Mr. Dickson is a native of Jamaica, British West Indies, and was graduated from a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. Mr. Grant was born in London and was graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Law.

Both Miss Huggans and Miss Breeding are experienced debaters and should have no difficulty in giving the competition from Oxford. Miss Breeding is a veteran from last year’s debate.
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December 15 Date For All-School Formal at Miramar

Saturday, Dec. 15, is the night of the All-School Christmas Formal. This affair will take place at the Miramar Convention Hall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The Social Committee is planning the event. This will be the only Associated Student Body-sponsored formal of the year.

In addition to entertainment and refreshments, the Miramar Goonch band will be featured to supply great dance music for the evening.

Formals will be worn by the women and other dark suits are acceptable for the men. Tickets will go on sale to day in the Graduate Manager's office. They will cost $1.50 per couple.

Where Is the Standards Committee?

It was the work before Homecoming. Strains of music from the record-player could be heard through the door as the two fellows looked for a pack of cigarettes. Suddenly the door opened. A homemaker stepped in and demanded to know what they were doing in a girl's room in Santa Rosa Hall.

Today these two male students, neither of whom have ever been in any sort of trouble before, are being hauled for an apartment in town. As attorneys are scarce, it is likely that they might have to drop out of school for the semester, thus losing all their units for the term.

It is just the concerns of El Gauchito at the moment, as to whether the punishment meted out to these two young men was much too severe for their crime, but rather that they were judged completely by faculty, and the student body was kept ignorant of the circumstance.

The punishment given to them was administered by Provost Noble, who told El Gauchito that the FACULTY committee on Student Conduct had recommended that they be suspended from the College. When asked why this committee was not composed of both students and faculty, Provost Noble stated he did not know the reason and added words to the effect that he thought it might be a good idea to make it a joint committee.

El Gauchito feels that the present means of regulating student conduct is unsatisfactory for several reasons. Primarily because there is a STUDENT committee set up by the Associated Students constitution which has the express purpose of determining standards of student conduct. Certainly this would be the ideal group to judge with the faculty on matters such as these.

Secondly, the action of the Faculty committee, in recommending suspension for a quite minor offense, was taken supposedly to make these students an example for others, so that no further occurrence like this would take place. Thereafter, as the faculty has done nothing to notify the student body of the penalty inflicted, we fail to see how these students can serve as an example to anyone except their friends who know of their trouble.

Editor's Note: Feeling that our Legislative Council is not now fulfilling the job it is supposed to do, El Gauchito is consulting an analyst of the AS constitution to determine what changes need to be made. The views below are those of one writer and do not necessarily reflect those of paper.

A liberal education means that the college does not confine itself to any one or a narrow variety of cultural subjects. For any college to be considered liberal arts in character and function it must have an interdisciplinary study approach, with ideas discussed throughout the curriculum.

The college has an important position in the scheme of modern education. From it comes the cultural, political, and social leaders of the future. The wide dispersion of the college graduate throughout American life necessitates an individual who is conversant with democracy not only in theory but also in practice.

The principles of democracy cannot exist in a vacuum of merely on a sheet of paper, but must be taught in the means or methods by which they become effective. If these concepts of democracy are well understood, then certain common misunderstandings will be avoided. Democracy is not simply a form of government based on one single feature, such as absentee vote, but is the result of a government with complete and comprehensive freedom for the individual. The essence of the democratic process and methods is whatever the particular form is. In our country, Democracy is not just talk, but participation.

Campus Government

The government of a campus in order to function democratically must have basic principles. (1) The student body must elect representatives and executive officers. (2) There must be an opportunity for referendum, initiative, and recall. (3) There must be periodic review of actions and policies by the body. (4) Has our student government been prerequisites for a democratic organization? Our constitution provides for election of officers by the student body. Referendum, initiative, and recall are guaranteed. But does our constitution provide for close coordination of the elections with the elected? Is there an opportunity for the voters to participate in a direct manner in school government? Or will some admit that the only duty of the major segment of the student body is to vote. Once the vote has been cast, then, some think, the rest is up to students little subsequent participation in the workings of the government.

Representatives Farcical

The real difficulty in the present system is traced to the 4798 Dawson Avenue • Phone 3147

 Representation. With our ever increasing student body, it is farcical to continue our present method of election of six representatives at-large. Even the most sanguine of optimists must find it extremely difficult to stay in contact with the desires of the entire student body of 2200 people.

All representatives identify themselves as small enough groups to it is time to promote suffi­ cient exchange of thought. In order to facilitate this exchange the constitution should be amended so that living units shall become the basic form of representative organization.

One proposed amendment to the constitution might be to the following: Article IV, Section 14:

The representatives of this organization shall now be elected by living units: 0-100: representative 0-100: 2 representatives 101-200: 2 representatives 201-300: 3 representatives 301-400: 4 representatives Living units shall be:

Representatives need not be students. Representative shall be most effective organization. For any college to be considered liberal arts in character and function must have an interdisciplinary study approach, with ideas discussed throughout the curriculum.

A liberal education at the present system is traced to the present system of representatives proposed Reps-at-Large Defeat Good Government by Neil Kleinman

Constitutional Amendments Proposed

Painless Suppers on Sunday can be had at Saint Michaels. Tilling Prayer at 9:30, immediately followed by a meal. If you need transportation, call us.

Saint Michaels Church

Two blocks West of the Campus in Isla Vista
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Charities Committee Seeks Food For Christmas Drive

The annual Charities Committee Christmas drive will be held this year from Dec. 10 to 14. This is a food drive for needy families in Santa Barbara. The food collected will be turned over to Santa Barbara's Community Christmas Cheer for distribution.

Large paper bags will be delivered to each living group on Monday, Dec. 10. Each group is responsible for delivering its filled bags to the Associated Students office by 3 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 14. There will be instruction sheets in each paper bag.

Composer Honored In Celebration

Tonight, in the campus auditorium, the UCSB music department concludes four days of musical spectacle honoring the Austrian composer, Wolfgang Mozart.

Communicating the 200th anniversary of his birth, the symposium is a blend of vocal, instrumental and orchestral mastery. Tonight's performance marks the fourth and last in the festival series.

Among other Mozart classics on this evening's program are the overture to the Cosi Fan Tutti, Symphony No. 35 and the Funeral Mass.

...and other greats on your way.

Repent the Question
This is a wonderful opportunity to fill up a written page. Just restate the question (add plenty of adjectives and assorted adverbs) longer, the better, the more entertaining.

Leaving Notes
One teacher knows of, recommends to one and all, leave little personal notes to the teacher at the end of the term. Short excuses as to why you didn't do so good. This particular teacher collects these little anecdotes for the list of 1000 cases that appear in the Christmas issue of the New York Times. A sample: Dear Mr. Critch; last night when I was trying to study for your exam, lightning struck our house, my daughter was burnt to a crisp, the roof caved, the plaster was all over, my wife was in labor, and on top of it all I lost my head and thus forgetting everything learned in this course to date. Bovlab Gutz.

Some of these notes have been extruded all sorts of sympathetic feelings on the part of some of the most hardhearted of professors.

When writing examinations, remember the key phrases, “In general ...” “In most cases ...” “It seems like ...” or “It might be ...” These are very valuable tools. Especially when you have a question which requires a definite commitment of some kind.

The paramount thing is to say so, just generalizations.

Final Examination Schedule

Class held at 5 P.M. or during the evening will be scheduled at an hour that produces no conflicts for the class.

EMERGENCY: Don't be a mental weakling! Do you get that queasy feeling in the pit of your stomach as the final examination looms? Here's a cigarette you and your date can enjoy — the way you like it. And the one and only Winston filter does its job so well you'll be sharing this brand in winter white and beautiful situation....
Harry Aggers

Or how to "strike oil" twice in the same place

"Some people believe that the more government has to say about business, the better. They argue, for instance, that the petroleum industry ought to be under more government control to keep America from running out of oil. What they forget is that it's just good business for oilmen to produce a property efficiently. We get more oil from a well when it is operated at its best rate of flow. This is one of the ways of conserving this natural resource! "Take Dominguez field in California. Union and another company discovered oil there back in 1923. By 1936 oil production reached a peak of almost 31,000 barrels a day. But by 1947 our daily rate had declined to about 15,000 barrels.

"To get the most out of the field, we started waterflooding some areas. In our most recent project—which was started with the cooperation of the landowners and the other companies operating the field—we injected more than 7,000,000 barrels of water into 17 wells. This has forced oil out of 21 producing wells. As a result, we are now pumping 2,800 barrels of crude every day from these wells—an increase of 2,200 barrels a day over what we'd normally expect without waterflooding. "You show me how government control could have added one barrel of oil to our production. Or conserved the pool any better so we can recover more oil in the future with methods yet to be developed!"

Harry Aggers—who has been with Union Oil for 22 years—manages our secondary recovery operations. He believes that by 1975, at least 25% of all United States oil production will be by waterflooding. This does not include secondary recovery by gas injection or by methods yet to be developed. The Dominguez results demonstrate again how efficiently a free oil industry achieves maximum economic production from a field, while conserving the source of the oil.

COUNCIL CANDID

by Dorcas Vannix

So things are getting you upset, Gaucho? With our complaint, make a suggestion, reveal your inspired ideas to the political body. Don't know how? You wouldn't be interested? Yet every year...
The most interested person on campus is one of your own rep-at-large—Jan Wilson, who is endeavoring to discover how you feel about scholastic activities and what ideas lurk in that stimulated mind. The Legislative Council recognizes medium Jan as representing your beliefs, and will thus consider and act on such proposals as it sees fit.

Want Some Action?

Want to see some action? You will when you find yourself faced with a homecoming questionnaire that requests your opinions on the referred affair. Improvements for next year will come through your action this year. Many such devices will be judged by your rep as portraying student concepts on which future traditions may even be constructed.

In order for you to become acquainted with Jan, the candid will give you a descriptive picture of your rep-at-large.

Two weeks ago Jan's face was pictured on El Gaucho's front page along with 11 other pretty faces as a Homecoming queen candidate. The blonde, blue-eyed star also serves on the Social and Rally Committees. Besides those legislative duties, Jan also fills the position of secretary of Junior Panhellenic With only one more year of schooling to endure, Jan is now a Junior with classes oriented to an elementary education major. Specifically she has a special fancy for fifth-grade teaching. Making the Pi Beta Phi house her place of residence, Jan also claims the position of security activity chairman. Home away from the house is El Segundo—just can't leave the nautical life!

Skier

Jan's favorite escape is essentially in the form of skiing. If that's difficult to attain she settles for a tennis match anytime. On the intellectual side, modern fiction captivates her interest and offers a stimulating pastime. Getting down to brass tacks, what Jan finds most inspiring are people. Having a sincere desire to know more about you and cultivate your friendship, she should be making the most of the office of rep-at-large.

In order to promote school unity, Jan's major concern is focused upon off-campus students who are isolated from the common activities on campus. She would favor any ruling of uniting by special invitation those off campus to RHA activities. This is another issue available for your suggestions or support. Now that you've been properly introduced, make use of the privilege of knowing Jan as she'll want to know you.

A TERM PAPER TYPED FAST?

El Gaucho's typist is in demand. She promises all work done at a fast rate. Want some action? You'll get your work turned in by your rep as portraying student concepts on which future traditions may even be constructed! Need a term paper typed fast? Special rates for students and teachers. El Gaucho, 5737 Hollister Ave., Los Angeles 17. Office hours 9-6 weekdays.

UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

Harry Aggers: "It's just good business for us to produce a field efficiently."
GAUCHOS LOSE ALUMS, 68-51

In a beginning scuffle contest for area star Dick Arres, the fast-moving Gauchos were outscored 68-51. The Gauchos had been defeated by the powerful Alumni team, 38-21, at the last meeting of the season.

The Gauchos were outscored by a score of 26-20. They played fine ball. Mention must be made of Don Stewart, freshman fullback. Bruce Varner hit the field with the Gauchos completely outplayed the Marines.

Fullback Bruce Varner hit the middle of the line from a yard behind him. The other members of the Sig Eps line were halted on the Beach Rat team when they were unable to push across a touchdown. A 73-yard drive after a poor punt, and a 27-yard jaunt for the Athletics, resulted in a touchdown for the Marine team.

Ends Johnny O'Brien and Herb Whelan and company, in the middle of the line, played a 'whale' of a game, despite the weight disadvantage. The line put the Gauchos score of 3-5 for the season, but their efforts were rewarded by respect from the fans in attendance and the Marines.

Gauchos Suffered for Round
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SPORT - TALK

by Pete Vorzimer

King Sport reignited mightly this weekend... and Santa Barbara College was no exception. The E.R. grid season ended quite satisfactorily despite several setbacks. The basketball team has shown its stuff already against everyone it's seen.

The Bowl Game

The Bowl Game

They broke faster, snapped the ball around midfield, and did a lot of thumping. Good strategic handling, a continuation from man to man and several good screens and lots played shows that the Wilkinson team was the better team.

Cagerian Promising

The general feeling towards the '56-'57 Gaucho basketball squad has been quite satisfactory despite several setbacks. The basketball team has shown its stuff already against everyone it's seen. They have a lot of good players.

The Wiltonmen started moving in the second period with their "bromom" strategy as they bounced it out around midfield. The Gauchos did a most commendable job for this, their last football game.

Both men played a fine game. The Gauchos were outscored 68-51. The Gauchos played fine ball. Mention must be made of Don Stewart, freshman fullback. Bruce Varner hit the middle of the line from a yard behind him. The other members of the Sig Eps line were halted on the Beach Rat team when they were unable to push across a touchdown. A 73-yard drive after a poor punt, and a 27-yard jaunt for the Athletics, resulted in a touchdown for the Marine team.

Ends Johnny O'Brien and Herb Whelan and company, in the middle of the line, played a 'whale' of a game, despite the weight disadvantage. The line put the Gauchos score of 3-5 for the season, but their efforts were rewarded by respect from the fans in attendance and the Marines.
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Macbeth Reviewed
by Chester G. Robinson
It has taken me four days and two performances to get just what indefinable item prevented me from giving unacquainted and impatient spectators what I wished them to have at the上演 that the entire presentation lacked maturity.
Yet, as any object that passes through the eyes of an inquisitive writer by W. H. Winston Park, has gained matured in the eyes of the audience. Only presentations of the highest nature demand such a criticism.

Unfolded upon the simplest written page is a most interesting story of growth and passion moved to an extreme rapidly due to expert editing and movement, and so is surrounded by the play as a character enters from all sides of the auditorium.

Miriam Pennington as Lady Macbeth and Scott Ted as Macbeth handle their roles capably. The well-known sensation are spoken confidentially, with Ted Scott particularly outstanding in the "dagger’s" scene (Act II, Scene III) and Miriam Pennington following very strongly after a Scott Ted's performance in the role of Macbeth returns from his bloody task.

Stuurman Offers Liberal Education Views; Says Individuals Must Mold System Here
by Louis G. Robinson
To further far the flames of the liberal education argument, the liberal arts man would never say, "There goes the mob." The two young children, Dale Marks, Julie Felix and Gail Zifer,

The Seeds of Liberal Education Are Definitely Here.
The liberal education seeks is and so in a sense to make him self-adjusted. The liberal arts college traditionally sought not to mold the student and teacher to make their truth, but to mold the student and teacher to make their truth. To quote Eliot, "Education allows us to search for the missing element in our life's time."

The missing ele-

minalist, Stuurman, feels in this age of society is a realization of one's inner worth and dignity, expressed in an unques-
tioned sense of freedom. "All education," says Mr. Stuurman, "cannot, obviously, be liberal education. How could the liberal educated student form a discernable model, filled with all the esthetic dispositions, and the canard of the ancient teachings?" But, that certain "regular" truths are the goal of a liberal arts education. These are the truths that are once acceptable, and hence a only hold a much higher place in the everyday moments will accept them. What the liberal education seeks is for the student to assume a very special emphasis on his work, putting all the effort into the work of Mr. Stuurman. "As a liberal arts college student," Stuurman says, "there is an imperative need for students to be aware of the world, to be aware of the liberal arts concept has already been sufficiently well formalized here to the function of the university system. It is up to the individual to and continue to voice their opinions, and to be heard, and ultimately to be heard. The seeds of liberal education are definitely here."

It is up to the individuals to see how they will grow."